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Abstract. This system is the result of our previous work on the subject of 
school timetabling. It was designed to respond mainly to Portuguese schools 
from various educational levels. It consists of three main blocks; a graphical 
user interface; an automatic scheduler and a relational database. This system is 
now in use by more than 100 schools in Portugal with significant success 
(http://www.fmaismais.pt). 

1   Implementation Framework 

School timetabling is a classical combinatorial optimization problem which is associ-
ated with a set of constraints. It consists of assigning a set of lessons to time slots 
within a time period (typically a week), satisfying a set of constraints of various kinds 
3. The constraints that we have used are related to Portuguese schools and are the 
result of multiple discussions we had previously with people from several Portuguese 
schools. In Table 1 it can be seen a summary of the constraints we have considered in 
solving this problem. 

The main issue regarding the constraints is that each user can weigh each con-
straint with a particular value and in this way different schools may have different 
values to each constraint. 

A lesson is the teaching unit. It is characterized by the triple * * *, ,T C S . Where 

*T  is a subset of the teachers set, *C  is a subset of the classes set and *S  is a subset 
of the subjects set. Each lesson has a duration measured in time slots. 

There are two types of lessons: 

1. Simple lesson. Where * 1C =  and * 1S = . 

2. Compound lesson. Where * 1C ≥  and/or * 1S ≥ . 

                                                           
1 In Portuguese THOR stands for Tabelas Horárias which can be roughly translated by time-

tabling charts. 
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Con-
straint 

Description 

0
C  

Number of time slots of lessons that aren’t yet sched-
uled 

1,2
C  

Number of time slots of overlapped lessons  
 (1-classes; 2-teachers) 

3,4
C  

Number of time slots exceeding the maximum allowed 
per day (3-classes; 4-teachers) 

5,6
C  

Number of time slots exceeding the maximum consecu-
tive time slots allowed (5-classes; 6-teachers). 

7,8,9
C  

Number of preferable time slots filled   
(7-classes; 8-teachers; 9-subjects). 

10,11
C  Number of idle time slots (10-classes; 11-teachers) 

12
C  

Number of time slots of lessons without a room as-
signed. 

13,14,15
C
 

Number of time slots that are forbidden and are filled 
with lessons (13-classes; 14-teachers; 15-subjects) 

16
C  Total number of teaching days for teachers 

17
C  

Number of repetitions of lessons of the same subject in 
the same class per day 

18
C  

Number of time slots that doesn’t satisfy the predefined 
space between lessons. 

Table 1.  Constraint set 

In general, a compound lesson means that we have several classes joined together 
to attend a certain subject or it means that a class can be subdivided into subgroups to 
attend special subjects, like laboratories, etc. 

It is associated with each subject the kind of room it must have, i.e., the resources 
that there must exist in the room for a lesson of that subject should happen. 

This software tool was designed to respond mainly to Portuguese schools from 
various educational levels. It is based on a modular implementation, and consists of 
three main blocks; a graphical user interface; an automatic scheduler and a relational 
database (Fig. 1). 

It was developed in C++ using an object oriented technique. It runs on Microsoft 
Windows  and the database is implemented in Microsoft Access. 

There were two main objectives with the development of this system: 
1. It should be fairly easy to interact with it. 
2. It would generate good timetables in an automatic way. 

The graphical user interface (GUI) consists of several forms where it is possible to 
enter the school data (i.e., teachers, rooms, classes, subjects), and also change the 
individual schedules. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the implemented system. 

An individual schedule looks like an Excel sheet where there is always one or more 
time slots (cells) selected and we can do all the basic editing operations like delete, 
insert, undo, etc. 

 

Fig. 2.Graphical user interface. 

An interesting feature in this editor is that if you change the class schedules all the 
others are updated accordingly (teacher, room, etc.). 

The Automatic scheduler contains two different and complementary algorithms: 
1. An iterative algorithm based on a Fast Simulated Annealing implementation 5. 
2. A heuristic constructive algorithm 4. 
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The Fast Simulated Annealing implementation is basically a typical Simulated  
Annealing algorithm 1 initiated at a lower temperature depending on the quality of 
the initial solution.  

Also another important aspect of this particular implementation is the fast evalua-
tion of a new solution as it is only evaluated the difference between the two solutions. 
It can be shown that this is most effective when a new solution only differs a small 
portion from the original solution 6. 

There is also a deterministic algorithm for lessons that aren’t scheduled. Its main 
objective is to schedule these lessons in any time slot available that satisfies the hard 
constraints. 

2   Conclusion 

As it is well recognized people in general are not interested in solving their optimiza-
tion problems to optimality or even close to optimality. As Burke et. al. 2 stated peo-
ple are more often interested in “good enough – soon enough – cheap enough” solu-
tions to their problems. 

We also think that good choices of specific parts of each problem are fundamental 
for the success of any search algorithm. As it is well known this specific problem is 
one with a large search space so it is very important to devise efficient techniques to 
search a good solution in it. 

With this tool we intend to solve this problem if not to optimality at least to a very 
good stage with scarce resources. 
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